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lunix

A very versatile product: in its applications (lighting, communicating, decorating) 
and in its target markets (reception, showrooms, festivals etc..). It can also be 
customized, particularly with vinyl graphics. Thus it is an ideal product for rental 
jobs.

Lunix LED RGB: an helium lighting ballon with LED RGB and DMX control.

6 unique shapes: thanks to their unique shapes, Lunix lighting balloons bring a 
clear added value of differenciation to any kind of event. They also enable a great 
brand awareness that puts logos in the spotlight.

why should you have the lunix ?

main features

> Helium-inflated balloon

> Can also be air-inflated
when suspended

> Dimmable light (halogen) 
or LED RGB

markets

> Indoor or outdoor use

Social events
Cocktails, parties, 
diners

Sports
Championships
tournaments, races

Branding
Showroom, street
marketing, product launch

Fashion
fashion shows,
photoshoots

Hospitality
Hotels, bars, 
restaurants

Festivals
concerts,
arts, culture

Business
Seminars,
trade fairs



main strengths  

> Dimmable/DMX Control
Ability to choose the brightness or the 
color thanks to the control box

> Quick set up 
About 15’

> Customization
Branding and signal
thanks to printed covers, slip covers
(coloured, hot air balloon, etc.), and 
vinyl graphics

> Efficiency
Strong but soft light, with a 360° 
diffusion

> Strength of the structure   
and materials 
Wind resistance up to 40 km/h 
and Airstar know-how
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lunix

Diameter

Helium volume

Average set up time

Type of lamps

Supply voltage

Number and power of 
lamps (W)

Lumen

Number of plugs

Wind resistance

Lunix 200 Lunix CX Lunix 250 Lunix 300 Lunix 370 Lunix 500

200 cm 160x250 cm 250 cm 300 cm 370 cm 500 cm

4.2 m³ 5.5 m³ 8.2 m³ 14.1 m³ 26.5 m³ 65.4 m³

15 min 20 min 30 min 45 min

Halogen or LEDs RGB

230 v / 120 v

4x1000 W / 4x650 W
halogen ou 6x9 W LEDs

4x1000 W / 4x650 W
halogene ou 18x9 W LEDs

8x1000 8x2000

up to 48 000 96 000 192 000

3 5

30 km/h 40 km/h (with appropriated rigging)

Sphere Diamond DropDiamond with  cubic 
slip cover

Candy Lunix CX 

Envelope shapes

Standard shape (sphere) technical data


